Migration magnets
Immigration is part of economic development strategies and, especially in
low-fertility economies, nations position themselves to attract migrants.
Migration both within and between countries has
been on the increase for many years and shows little
sign of slowing as we move forward. As Professor
6MGLEVH&PEGOLMKLPMKLXIHMRXLIMRMXMEPTIVWTIGXMZISR
the topic:
“Although international migration has increased over
the past few decades, it has done so slowly, rising from
just 2% to around 3% of the world’s population over the
period from 1970 to 2005. It seems highly probable
that this percentage will continue to rise slowly over
the coming decade, or at least not fall, implying that by
2020 there will be more international migrants in the
world than there are today.
“In addition, although it appears that new migration
¾S[W ¯ MR XIVQW SJ SVMKMRW ERH HIWXMREXMSRW ¯ EVI
emerging all the time, it also seems likely that the
major ‘channels’ of international migration will be the
same in 2020 as they are today, with few new major
‘poles of attraction’, and few new emerging countries
of emigration – beyond the possibility of mass exodus
associated with economic or political collapse in a small
number of countries.”
8LIWIWSGEPPIH³TSPIWSJEXXVEGXMSR´ LEZIEPWSFIIR
XIVQIH³QMKVEXMSRQEKRIXW´ EWXLI]LMKLPMKLX[LIVI
and why people want to move from one area to
ERSXLIV -R QER] GSYRXVMIW XLI MRXIVREP QMKVEXMSR
magnets are increasingly the cities where wealth

generation is seen to occur, which in turn attracts
the people who are able to move – generally the
]SYRK%WQIRXMSRIHF]6MGO]&YVHIXXMRXLIMRMXMEP
point of view on the future of cities:
“Urban growth is being fuelled by new levels of mobility
and migration of diverse populations within and across
nations, especially in China, Brazil and India. These
rural-to-urban migrants are attracted by the tantalising
prospects of jobs and opportunity and driven by the
harsh realities of rural life. Cities like Mumbai experience
forty-two people moving into the city per hour.”
-R WIZIVEP SJ XLI *YXYVI %KIRHE IZIRXW MX [EW
mentioned that, in the coming years, cities and city
economies within countries will increasingly compete
JSVXLIFIWXXEPIRX .YWXEWMRXLITEWXHIGEHISVWS
as some regions have campaigned ferociously for
direct investment and sought to attract companies
to create jobs and stimulate economic growth, over
the next ten years we can expect to see different
cities within the same country competing with
each other to attract the best people to help drive
future growth. Whether this is by creating the best
universities, hosting the best companies to attract
top graduates or providing better housing and
living conditions for families, the fast-growing urban
IRZMVSRQIRXW ERH GMX]WXEXIW MR -RHME ERH 'LMRE ¯
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As such, countries will start to compete more for
the migrants they need. Today, there are just a few
nations such as Canada, Australia and New Zealand
XLEXEVIEGXMZIP]ERHSTIRP]WIIRXSIRGSYVEKIWOMPPIH
immigration. They all have a unique model aimed at
building their populations with the best people and
SRP] EGGITX WOMPPIH QMKVERXW XLEX ½PP WTIGM½G KETW
EW GPIEVP] PEMH SYX MR XLIMV TYFPMG TSPMGMIW -R 2I[
>IEPERH   SJ XLI TSTYPEXMSR EVI QMKVERXW ERH
MR%YGOPERHXLMW½KYVIMWRIEVP] -R'EREHEXLI
KSZIVRQIRX´WMQQMKVEXMSRTPERGPIEVP]WIXWSYXLS[
ERH[LIVIERSXLIVMQQMKVERXW[LSEVVMZI
annually will be integrated into the country and help
to drive economic growth.

EWEXXVEGXMZIKVS[XLQEKRIXW&IMRKXLIQEKRIXXLEX
attracts the best talent will increasingly be seen as an
economic and social priority by many a city mayor.
At a national level, as fertility rates continue to
drop, dependency ratios accelerate and the desire
for sustained economic growth continues in many
developed countries, country-to-country migration
will be increasingly seen in a positive economic light.

Over the next ten years we can expect
to see different cities within the same
country competing with each other to
attract the best people to help drive
future growth.

Following the lead of such countries as Canada, where
immigration has clearly supported growth to such
an extent that it has become multinational as well as
QYPXMGYPXYVEPSXLIVW[MPPWIIOXSWIPIGXMZIP]EXXVEGXXLI
FIWXWOMPPWIXWEZEMPEFPI%WSRI[SVOWLSTTEVXMGMTERX
highlighted, ‘over the next decade, Canada, Australia
and New Zealand will be joined by such countries as
.ETERQYGLSJ;IWXIVR)YVSTIERHQE]FIIZIRXLI
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declining birth rates and rising pressures on their
economies to sustain growth in the long term. As
such, although in the past they have been accused of
creating barriers to immigration, in the future they
EVII\TIGXIHXSWIIOMQQMKVERXWXSTVSZMHIWTIGM½G
WOMPPW2SPSRKIVWEXMW½IH[MXLRSQMREPRIXQMKVEXMSR
at a country level they will all compete for the best
doctors, nurses, engineers and teachers.
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targeted in order to provide nations with the right
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In many developed countries, countryto-country migration will be increasingly
seen in a positive economic light.
New feeder countries will, in turn, evolve their
emigration strategies. Whereas today there are just
a few countries, such as the Philippines, that actively
IRGSYVEKI WOMPPIH [SVOIVW XS IQMKVEXI XS SXLIV
GSYRXVMIW XS [SVO ERH WIRH FEGO QSRI] XS XLIMV
families, as international remittances from migration
scale up in their contribution to national economies,
more and more countries will follow suit. This
QE] FI IWTIGMEPP] WMKRM½GERX MR EVIEW WYGL EW WYF
7ELEVER%JVMGEERHGSYPHTPEGIEQENSVFYVHIRSR
XLIWYGGIWWJYPKVS[XLSJXLILSQIPERH -REHHMXMSR
XLVSYKLXE\MRGIRXMZIWERHXLIPMOI QSVIGSYRXVMIW

MR)YVSTIERHFI]SRH[MPPWIIOXSEXXVEGXFEGOXLI
WOMPPIH[SVOIVWXLEXXLI]QE]LEZIPSWXMRXLITEWX
With this changing dynamic, migration may well cease
to be seen in a negative light and couched as a cultural
XLVIEX MR XLI QIHME -J XLI] [ERX XS FI XST SJ XLI
migration magnet league table, cities and countries
will need to place greater emphasis on supporting
a multicultural society, ensuring that migrants are
[IPGSQIHERHXLIMVWOMPPWTYXXSKSSHYWI

*IIHIVGSYRXVMIW[MPPFIWTIGM½GEPP]
targeted in order to provide nations
with the right skill and cultural mix and
countries will promote themselves as
ideal migration destinations.
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